




















Sr Date Location Name of affected workers Nature of Injury Agency Name Accident Brief Root Cause of Accident Major measures taken for 
future prevention

Compensation payments to affected 
Workers

1 11.03.2010 Chimney 1

 

 

 

 

Mostly minor 
injuries

M/s. Gammon India 
(Sub-contractor to 
EPC Contractor)

While lifting the concrete through hoist arrangements, the slipform truss yielded by 3 meters thereby 
injuring the workers on the slipform.

Slip form design used in Sasan 
UMPP was same as standard 
design used in other projects in 
India. However, Sasan UMPP's 
Chimney is the widest in India 
while other project's Chimney are 
narrower.

Slipform was redesigned by 
Interform (slipform manufacturer 
of international repute) and vetted 
by IIT Chennai.

(a)Medical treatment arranged for all workers
(b) Full wages paid  for the Medical period till 
resuming duty.

2 28.07.2011

Internal road 
towards ESP-2 
&3(North of 
Chimney-1)

Fatal
M/s. Powermech (Sub-
contractor to EPC 
Contractor)

r was supporting the load, which was being carried on a Hydra, by guide ropes. Hydra  
toppled.  seeing the Hydra toppling ran out of the reach of the hydra however in the 
process slipped and fell and suffered head injury from stacked material. He was not hit by the toppled 
Hydra.

This was an unfateful incident.  
 slipped while 

avoiding the Hydra and suffered 
head injury from stacked material

1. Frequency of training of Hydra 
operators increased. 
2. Removal of stacked material 
from roadside.                                                                                

Statutory
(a) Workman Compensation (W.C.) -  

 
(b) BOCW -  
Contractor
(c ) Immediate help -  Cash & By 
Cheque

3 19.04.2012 Westside of ESP-
2 Fatal

M/s. Powermech (Sub-
contractor to EPC 
Contractor)

There was power failure before the incident. This led to discontinuity of work. During this period, entire 
Gang working on the header dissembled.  On restoration of power supply, since High Pressure Welder 
had not resumed work, other team members (excluding late ) started realigning the 
joined loose pipes on one end of the header by hammering, which is usual practice. Hammering led to 
tilting of the header.  who was on the other side of the header and had not informed his 
colleagues about his location was hit by the header. The injury proved fatal for him

This was an unusual accident.  
 had not informed his 

colleagues about his location and 
was hit by a header, which tiltled 
due to hammering (a routine work 
on header)

1. Boiler header assembly to be 
done by holding it with chain 
blocks and wirerope slings in 
addition to brackets.
2. Extra care on work resumption 
following work stoppage 
especially at night. 
3. Closer supervision at night by 
deploying more stewards & 
supervisor

Statutory
(a) W.C. -  
(b) BOCW -  
Contractor
(c) Immediate help -  Cash &  

- for funeral.

4 18.05.2012 Outside of 
Chimney-1 Shell Fatal

M/s. Gammon India 
(Sub-contractor to 
EPC Contractor)

 was working with foreman on alignment of material bucket and winch at Chimney. To adjust 
a wire rope at the turning pulley, he moved towards Chimney unmindful of chipping work above him. 
Chipping debris fell on him causing him to lose balance and he fell on the ground. At the same time 
another concrete debris fell on the back of his head.

 worked in haste 
ignoring safety norms

1. Complete barricading of work 
area around Chimney with 
access control with warning 
signage.
2. Providing shed over pulley at 
ground level

Statutory
(a) W.C.  Deposited in the court 
of Compensation Commissioner. 
Disbursement Order awaited
(b) BOCW - Not Applicable 
Contractor
(c) Immediate help /- Cash
(d)  by cheque in the favour of his 
wife.

5 13.06.2012 Cooling Tower 3A Fatal
M/s. Hammon Sriram 
(Sub-contractor to 
EPC Contractor)

 was at a height of 11 Mtr and was about to anchor his safety belt when he received a call on 
his mobile. When attending the call, he lost balance and fell on the ground from 11 Mtr height.

 ignored safety norm 
and attended to mobile phone 
while working at a height (priority 
given to mobile rather than 
anchoring safety belt)

1. Increased awareness about 
safety practices
2. More signages and warning 
signs

Statutory
(a) W.C. -  deposited  in the court 
of Compensation Commissioner. 
Disbursement Order Awaited 
(b) BOCW - Not Applicable
(c ) /- paid to parents
Contractor
(d) Immediate help -  by Cash & 

 by Cheque disbursed

6 24.06.2012 Boiler 3 Loss of limb
M/s. Powermech (Sub-
contractor to EPC 
Contractor)

While lifting the bracings of Pent House, the bracings fell down from a height of 24 meters. Improper material lifting method Proper locking of material being 
lifted.

Statutory
(a) As per agreement between parties the M/s 
Power Mech has paid /- to  

Contractor
 

 

7 24.08.2012 Near Cooling 
tower

Not covered 
under industrial 
accident. 
(natural death)

M/s Hammon Sriram 
(Sub-contractor to 
EPC Contractor)

The night guard was found injured and bleeding by another guard near the cooling tower. He was moved 
to district hospital. Where he was declared brought dead. District administration (collector & Police) have 
been informed. 
As per thepost mortem report the cause of death is due to high consumption alcohol 

Over coumption of alcohol Not a industrial accident

Paid  as a Interim Relief.  Does 
not fall in Preview of Industrial Accident. Hence 
Workmen Compensation not applicable in this 
case.

Annexure 2 - List of major accidents at Sasan power plant
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future prevention

Compensation payments to affected 
Workers

Annexure 2 - List of major accidents at Sasan power plant

8 14-Sep-12
Labour camp 
near
Mayer bridge

Fatal
M/s ITDC 
(Sub-contractor to 
EPC Contractor)

Snake bite at around 2.45AM when he was sleeping. Snake bite
Carbolic Acid/Bootles with their 
Caps punctured are kept in the 
periphery of Entire area. 

(a) W.C. - /- deposited  in the 
court of Compensation Commissioner. 
Disbursement Order awaited
(b) BOCW - Not Applicable
(c) Immediate help - /- by Cash & 

 by Cheque disbursed.

9 20-Sep-12 Preassembly yard  
Fatal-  

Minor Injury-

M/s. MK Enterprises
(Sub-contractor to 
EPC Contractor)

The laborers were shifting pre-assembled structure by Hydra. While moving the Hydra, they failed to 
notice overhead 11 KV construction powerline. Boom of Hydra touched 11 KV power line and both 
received electric shock. Mr Santosh Pal fell unconscious but Mr Satyendra Kumar himself walked to 
vehicle. Both were immediately rushed to NCL hospital under the supervision of doctor at site. 
Unfortunately Mr Santosh Pal was declared brought dead. Mr Satyendra Kumar is out of danger and 
discharge in 12hrs

Electrocution as boom of Hydra 
touched the 11 KV powerline and 
both received electric shock

1. Approved construction 
procedures must be used.
2. Avoid routing of live 
conductors enroute the 
Hydra/Crane operations.                                                                            
3. Training given to all workers on 
Hazard and risk involved

(a) W.C. - Deposited /- deposited  
in the court of Compensation Commissioner. 
Disbursement Order awaited
(b) BOCW - Not Applicable
(c) Immediate help -  by Cash & 

 by Cheque disbursed.

During Hospitalisation  complete medical 
expenses were borned by the M/s  M K 
Enterprises.

10 12-Oct-12 Boiler 2  Head injury
M/s. Powermech (Sub-
contractor to EPC 
Contractor)

The worker sustained head injury when he slipped and fell down from a temporary platform made for 
horizontal buck stay shifting (at height of 1.5 Mtr) during  pulling of welding cables. He had not anchored 
his lanyard of his full body safety harness.

 worked in 
haste ignoring safety norms

1. Compliance of hand rail on 
temporary platform to be 
ensured.                                                                                                                    
2. Supervision to be enhanced for 
ensuring strict safety compliance.                                                                                                                      

(a) Complete Medical treatment expenditure 
borned by the M/s Power Mech
(b) Full Wages  paid till medical treatment paid.
(c ) Under Medical supervision for next 
6month, wage is being paid till then.
(d) Suitable job will be offered based on final 
medical report

11 05.01.2013 ESP#4 
Fatal 

 
M/s IOTEP
(Sub contractor to 
EPC)

During lifting the middle hopper, the chain link of the chain pulley block being used gave away leading to 
sudden swing of the hopper to the other side. This in turn caused the fall of  from that 
height (6m) to the ground as he had not anchored his safety belt. Other two persons, who were at the 
platform inside the hopper, got hung as they had anchored their safety belts. 

Improper lifting tool used for lifting 

1. Effective supervision of all the 
critical activities to be done to 
ensure 100 % compliance of fall 
protection measures.                                                                
2. Existing procedure of 
alignment and fit up of hopper will 
be reviewed.                                                                   
3.Training on proper uses of 
Safety harness will be done 
through Tool box talk .

Statutory
(a) W.C. - Deposited  
(b) BOCW - Not Applicable
Contractor
(c) Immediate help - /- by Cash & 

/- by Cheque disbursed.

12 9.02.2013 CHP,Bunker 
Platform       

 
   

M/s Shanga (SEPL)
(Sub contractor to 
EPC)

The victim fell down on bunker platform  from a height of 3.5 M  during erection of chute weighing around 
1.8 T and its alignment with tipper. He had not anchored lanyard of his harness.

Safety harness not properly 
hanged

1. Effective supervision of all the 
critical activities to be done to 
ensure 100 % compliance of fall 
protection measures.                                                                                        
2.  Existing procedure of 
alignment and fit up of hopper will 
be reviewed.                                                               
3.Training on proper uses of 
Safety harness will be done 
through Tool box talk .

Statutory
(a) W.C. - Deposited - 
(b) BOCW - Not Applicable
Contractor
(c) Immediate help /- by Cash + 

 for Mother's treatment admitted at 
NTPC hosp &  by Cheque 
disbursed.

13 10.05.2013 BTG Yard VI            

Fatal-
 

 
 

M/s BLR Logistic
(Sub contractor to 
EPC)

The victim engaged in the rigging job  sustained electrical burn injury due to induction effect during the 
shifting of BTG material in BTG Yard VI when the boom of the crane came into the proximity 132 KV live  
conductor. He succummed to his injuries on  May 30th ,2013 at appex hospital during his treatment.

Second vicitim undergone treatment at Appex Hospital at  Varanasi. All medical expenses were borned 
by the employer and later discharged from hospital on 23rd Nov 2013.

Electrocution as boom crane 
touched 132 KV powerline 

1. Working near live 132 KVA 
overhead line to be strictly 
avoided.                                                                                
2. Work permit system to be  
followed.                               3. 
Proper communication amongst 
the involved agencies to be 
ensured.

Statutory
(a) W.C. -  Deposited in the court 
of Compensation Commissioner Disbursement 
order awaited. 
(b) BOCW - Application is being submitted to 
Labour Dept and case is under process.
Contractor
(c) Immediate help - /- by Cash +  
& /- by Cheque disbursed.

14 25.07.2013 Road in between 
ESP#3 & 4

Fatal - 
 M/s. Prince 

Engineering 
(O&M contractor)

The person was going to attend work in DM Plant on bicycle at 8.00pm on 25th July 2013 Fall from bicyle in nearby Open 
Drain 1.Covering the drains

Statutory
(a) Workman Compensation (W.C.) -  

 
(b) BOCW - Not applicable
Contractor
(c ) Immediate help -  Cash & By 
Cheque 
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15 28.01.2014 TG#5                           Fatal M/s IOTEP
( EPC Associates )

The deceased fell down on 13 m floor while he was enaged in making arrangement of lifting activity at a 
height of 26 m. He was  wearing PPE’s including safety harness but did not anchor the lanyard of the 
safety harness at the time of fall. He sustained head injury and succumed to the injuries during the  
treatment.

Negligence and unsafe act on the 
part of the deceased as he did not 
anchor the lanyard of the safety 
harness during the activity. 

1. Supervision of all the critical 
activities to be strctly ensured for 
improved compliance of fall 
protection measures.                                                                                                                                                                     
2. Training on proper uses of 
Safety harness will be done 
through Tool box talk .

Statutory
(a) Workman Compensation (W.C.) -Deposited 

/- at WC Office, Sidhi(MP) 
(b) BOCW - Not Apllicalble
Contractor
(c ) Immediate help -  Cash & By 
Cheque 

16 22.04.2014

Outside plant 
boundary 

between Main 
plant to Township  

 Fatal

M/s Ram Bilas Shah
(Township 
Miantenance sub 
Contractor)

The deceased  was assigned the job of cutting the tree branches beneath main 
plant to township feeder no.1 for which transmission line outage and permit to work was issued. After 
cutting the branches of two trees, when he tried to cut the branches of tree close to the other line feeder 
no.2 (which was in service)  on his own enthusiasm and overconfidence the branch fell on the live 
conductor. As a result of this  sustained severe electrical shock.
He was immediately taken to Nehru Chikitsalya in Singrauli and was pronounced brought dead. 

Negligence and unsafe act on the 
part of the deceased on his own 
enthusiasm and overconfidence 
cutting the branch near feed no.2 
live conductor which was not 
assigned to him . 

1) Superviser to ensure  working 
of contract worker as per the 
permit to work issued.                    
2) Strick order to labour not to 
take up pruning of tree near live 
conductors
3) Work specific Safety briefing 
for such a critical work

Statutory
(a) Workman Compensation (W.C.) - 
Deposited -  at WC Office, 
Sidhi(MP) 
(b) BOCW - Not Apllicalble
Contractor
(c ) Immediate help /- Cash & By 
Cheque 

17 30.05.2014 Between Unit #6 
and Switchyard Fatal M/sStar Electrical

( EPC Associates )

on 30th May, 2014, Mr. , a lineman (around 25 years of age) working under EPC 
Contractor's Sub-contractor (M/s Star Electrical), got  electrocuted while working on a 11kV construction 
power pole. He unfortunately died on the spot .
While detailed  investigations are being conducted with regard to the cause of the accident,  At the time 
of the unfortunate incident, an outage of the 11kV Construction power line between Unit #6 and 
switchyard was obtained for termination of power cable. After line was isolated,  
started working on the line. While he was  carrying out termination of power cable, possibly through back 
feeding from DG Set the line got charged.  

Back charging from DG set 

1. Regular inspection to check 
unsafe method adopted l ke 
sticks for faulty switch operation
2. Open GOAB to isolate all 
transformer
3. Earthing of O/H conductor 
while working

Statutory
(a) Workman Compensation (W.C.) -  
Deposited  at WC Office, 
Sidhi(MP)  
(b) BOCW - Not Apllicalble
Contractor
(c ) Immediate help -  Cash & By 
Cheque 

18 24.07.2014 Unit #6 Boiler Fatal
M/s. Powermech (Sub-
contractor to EPC 
Contractor)

On 22nd July, 2014 , a Helper (around 22 years of age) working under EPC 
Contractor's Sub-contractor (M/s Power Mech Project Ltd) was working at a height of 40mtr with team of 
four members erecting air duct. When he was about to step on the beam to access on the adjacent 
platform, lost his balance and fell down on the piping network at 17mtr through the opening of the 
platform (exactly below the duct). He had not anchored the lanyard of his safety harness.
He was immediately brought down by the fellow workmen working nearby and sent to the First Aid 
Center where he was administered first aid. After receiving first aid, he was referred to NCL Jayant for 
further treatment. 
Suddenly on 24th Jul 2014 he started vomiting and pulse rate started oscillating abnormally. Immediately 
doctor advised to shift him to Varanasi for treatment. He died on the way when he was moved from NCL 
Jayant hospital to Varanasi by Ambulance with ventilator

Negligence and unsafe act on the 
part of the deceased as he did not 
anchor the lanyard of the safety 
harness while moving. 

1. Supervisor to ensure use of 
proper exit route by the labour                                                                                                                                                 
2. Training and enforcement on 
proper uses of Safety harness 
through Tool box talk / inspection 
.

Statutory
(a) Workman Compensation (W.C.) : 
Deposited /- at WC Office, 
Sidhi(MP)
(b) BOCW - Not Apllicalble
Contractor
(c ) Immediate help - - Cash & By 
Cheque

19 04.09.2014 Unit #5, Mill#C , 
At 4m

         
 Fatal

M/s. Powermech (Sub-
contractor to EPC 
Contractor)

on 04/09/14 a gang of 07 persons were involved in doing alignment of mono rail beam (Wt. 05MT, 
Length : 10m, Breadth : 0.55m, Height : 0.80m) at an elevation of approximately 14.3 m just below the 
17m platform of Unit #5 Mill 5C. The monorail beam was locked with two numbers of channel supports in 
the east side and with the two bolts in the hanger on the west side. For doing the alignment, the channel 
supports were cut by using gas cutting sets. As soon as these two supports were cut ,the beam came 
down and rested on the 4.5m Maintenance Platform of the mills. It damaged the top handrails of 
separator body of  the Mill 5C and hit  ( of L&T -Electrical) in the left arm (He was rushed 
to apex hospital at Varanasi and out of danger) and the Monorail beam crash landed on  

 who was standing on the edge of the 4.5m Maintenance Platform. He received multiple injuries in 
the lower abdomen and succumbed to his injuries on the spot of the accident.

1. Poor Communication between 
the M/s Power Mech Engineer and 
the Fitter gang working for Mono 
rail beam alignment.
2. No Supervision / No responsible 
person was available at the work 
site.

Supervisor to ensure adequate 
communication amongst the 
working group members to avoid 
recurrence.                                                                                                                                                                      

Statutory
(a) Workman Compensation (W.C.) -  
Deposited  /-deposited at WC 
Office, Sidhi(MP) 
(b) BOCW - Not Apllicalble
Contractor
(c ) Immediate help /- Cash & By 
Cheque 
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20 22.09.2014 Outside plant 
boundary in OLC 

 Fatal

 1) On night 21st/22nd Security Guard  was on duty to safeguard the OLC from Trestle 
Foundation (TF) 180 to TF 150 (a distance of 600 meters). The area is susceptible for coal pilferage as 
the convoyer belt is very near to the ground level and very close to village Dhatura. 

2) At around 0600 hrs on 22nd Sep 2014, in the course of patrolling the guard noticed two villagers very 
near to the conveyor belt. When he approached them and asked them to move out, there was an 
altercation with the guard. This action triggered of a reaction from the two individuals who were quickly 
supported by other villagers. Seeing the situation going out of control, the guard moved away from the 
village towards TF 150. Some of the villagers ran after him on foot and some followed him on the Motor 
Cycle. Some of the villagers were armed with agricultural tools such as small axe, sickle and stones. 
The guard was armed with a Double Barrel Breach loaded gun with two rounds loaded in the weapon. In 
the scuffle that followed between  TF 150 to TF 73 (a distance of around  1500 meters, TF 73 is on the 
highway short of Kachan Bridge. The guard was injured on his head with severe injuries on both side of 
the parietal bone and left thumb. During the scuffle the weapon was fired twice(accidentally in the scuffle 
or in self defence could not be clearly established at this stage)  as a result of which two of the villagers 
were injured  of Village Dhatura was injured on his hand and taken to the Government 
Hospital Waidhan.   of Village Dhatura who was injured in his stomach was 
evacuated on a motor cycle by his cousin brother and was taken to the hospital at Northern Coal Fields 
where he was pronounced dead after an hour. The guard was whisked away by one of the passers by to 
save him from the mob fury and taken to the First Aid Centre in the Plant. He was thereafter was 
admitted to NTPC, Vindhyanagar Hospital where he is still convalescing. The second villager  

injured in the incident suffered minor injuries and was treated and discharged on the same day.

Accidentally in the scuffle or in self 
defence could not be clearly 
established at this stage

Security with guns has  been 
removed. No Gun man is 
engaged by security. 

Statutory
(a) Workman Compensation (W.C.):  NA
(b) BOCW - NA
Contractor
(c ) Immediate help - 
  

 

21 15.12.2014 Unit #6, Boiler 
41mtr

Lost time 
(fracture)

M/s. Powermech (Sub-
contractor to EPC 
Contractor)

On Dec 15, 2014, EPC subcontractor M/s Power Mech supervisor  instructed 
, Rigger, along with his fellow workman to carry out pre commissioning 

activities  (freeness of Actuator) in the air duct Dampers installed at 41 mtr in Unit #6 boiler. While work 
was in progress,since the link of the actuator was fouling with the cladding of duct, at about 12;45 PM his 
supervisor had instructed  to bring a hammer which is required to be used to free the 
link from the cladding for free operation. While bringing the hammer  entered inside the 
duct,from left side(towards TG side) instead of right side route to be followed for the work and fell down 
inside the vertical opening of air duct nearly by 5 to 6mtr and got hanging on to the horizontal bracings. 
He had sustained multiple injuries with suspected fracture in his left leg & left hand with the injuries in his 
back left side of head).

Immediately he was rescued from the location - inside the duct and was rushed to the NTPC Hospital, 
Vindhya nagar for immediate treatment. The doctor on duty at NTPC Hospital after giving initial 
treatment referred him to Varanasi for further treatment. He was shifted to a hospital at Varanasi and the 
victim is out of danger and undergoing treatment

1.No provision of illumination.
2. No work permit taken for 
confined space working
 

1. Supervisior to ensure proper 
permit to work
2. Supervisor to stop safety 
voilations  and unsafe acts

Statutory
(a) Workman Compensation (W.C.):  NA
(b) BOCW - NA
Contractor
(a) Paid all treatment cost till discharge from 
hospital which is Aprpoximately 

  

  

22 24.12.2014
Secondary 

Crsusher House 
(Mine End)

M/S Franco India

On 24/12/2014, a team of 4-5 persons was given the work to position a small piece of beam to support 
the monorail at roof of the secondary crusher house. The person along with three other persons was 
positioning 
    the beam to erect monorail with the help of rope. During this 
  activity, the rope got untied  and this person along with others
fell backward and , the IP being the outermost end person , hit against a bolt causing cut injury near ear. 
He immediately shifted to Waidhan District hospital and from there he was taken to BHU hospital to have 
through treatment after CT scan. The person was operated for a blood clotting and the operation was 
successful. On 02/01/2015, he got expired.

Improper tying of knot for lifting

1) Ensure close supervision   2) 
Ensure compliance of HIRA & 
method statement                                                     
3) Ensure good house keeping

Statutory
(a) Workman Compensation (W.C.): Under 
process
(b) BOCW - Not Apllicalble
Contractor
(c ) Immediate help -
  

23 12.01.2015 Coal mine

Mr. Sanjeev Shah (age 21 

Fatal to  
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

Sasan Power Ltd

here were four dumpers waiting on the left side of the haul road near shovel 2 for loading.  
 driving the rear dumper no 16 (RD – 16) was waiting at the back end of all dump trucks, After 

getting information about break down of shovel 2,  took a sharp right turn. 03 persons from 
maintenance team in the light vehicle Tata Xenon were approaching the Cable Tractor for its breakdown 
repair. The Tata Xenon crushed in between the front and rear tyre of RD -16 at the right side. The 
dumper operator stopped the dumper on feeling the jerk. This collision between dumper and light vehicle 
led to serious bodily injuries to all three persons in the light vehicle namely  

 

The victims were rescued immediately by using gas cutter and transferred to Nehru Hospital by three 
ambulances. In this incident out of three victims  
succumbed to death due to serious bodily injuries while  has received fracture in right 
leg and rib and he is under medical treatment at Varanasi.

The victims’ family members have been given information about the unfortunate accident.

1. Miscommunication between 
Face Overman, LMV Maintenance 
In-charge and Shift in-charge

2. Voilation of mine traffic rule by 
LMV driver

1. All LMV vehicle to be provide 
with red flag and should not go 
beyond designated point 
2. Maintenance person moving 
inside mine to give prior 
information to Shift incharge
3. Strict compliance of mine 
traffic rule

Statutory
(a) Workman Compensation (W.C.): Deposited 

 
(b) BOCW - Not Apllicalble

Contractor
(c ) Immediate help -  to each 
family has been paid .
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06.09.2015 Ash dyke
 
 

 

Fatal ( drowned 
in ash dyke) Local village childrens

Four to five boys of Harrhawa village intruded inside ash pond. Of them, two boys identified as 
 (age: 8-9 yrs) and  (age: 10-11 Yrs), ventured into deep water and 

drowned
Act of intrusion by local childrens

1. Fencing of ash dyke area
2. Deployed additional security 
personals at some of the critical 
points to stop violation
3. Regular security surviliance 

1.The humanitarian assistance that the 
company had agreed to provide included 
an ex-gratia payment of  Lakhs 
(through a cheque of  and  

 in cash) to the next of kin of each 
of the deceased. 

 

 

19.05.2016 Coal mine  Fatal
M/s BIPL-KNIL JV ( 
Earth Moving 
Contractor)

 was lying under the machine draining oil from the engine into a container and 
then passing to  who was tipping the oil into a drum located near the machine

- Maintenance Helper was continuing work on the dozer repairing the tasks 
allocated (horn) by removing the horn from the front of the Dozer. has then moved to 
the Dozer and climbed up onto the right side of the machine

 short circuited the Dozer Starter by testing the horn on the Dozer starter 
switch, by placing the wires attached to the horn onto the active and position three (starting 
terminal) which are located on the back of the starter switch, the dozer has cranked over (4-5 
secs) and then started,  attempted to stop the Dozer engine by disabling the 
Blade Control, Park brake and raising the blade of the Dozer.  has then pulled 
on the blade control lever, this did not stop engine and the machine has travelled forward 
running over  (deceased) who was working below the machine who was 
critically injured and succumbed to his injury at accident site 
• Immediately efforts were made to revive ; however he has succumbed to his injuries. 

This incident resulted from a 
number of events, instructions and 
failed defences occurring which 
caused  a fatal accident. 

1. Removal of Supervisor from 
Site
2. Implemention of Lock Out Tag 
Out processes across the mining 
operation
3. Audit training system of 
Contractors to ensure 
compliance 
4. Implement Risk based 
systems for contractors Job 
Safety Analysis Training

Statutory
(a) Workman Compensation (W.C.)  

 paid to his wife  

(b) BOCW - Not Apllicalble

27.10.2016
Coal mine (NRP 
Gorbi End OH 
Line)

Lost time injury 
(fracture) M/s A P Associate 

 (Electrical fitter- Over Head line) of M/s A P Associate (Vendor of Over Head line 
maintenance) was climbing on Over Head Line pole (H-Beam) at North pit, Gorbi end for withdrawing 
cable and in the process of climbing the pole, he fell from a height (3m approx) due to loosing the grip of 
hands on the pole and injured himself. He was wearing all the PPEs such as helmet, safety shoes and 
safety harness for anchoring during the work

lost his grip & fell down from a 
height of 3mtrs.

1. Utilisation of Man-basket or 
Man lifter for such a jobs
2.Training to vendor & diligence

Statutory
(a) Workman Compensation (W.C.): -  NIL

 

 

 
 

15.03.2017 Coal mine Lost time injury 
(fracture)

M/s Thriveni Earth & 
movers

On 15.03.2017 Tyre handler involved in tyre replacement work of M/s Thriveni Earth Movers. Attached 
rotation  bearing  bolt broken suddenly , its arm attachement got apart  and fell down on the stand on 
which  was standing  got unbalance and fell down on the ground and 
got injured

Angluar overload of extended arm 
of tyre handler resulted in shearing 
of bolt.

1. Appropriate capacity tyre 
handler to be used
2. Develop detailed maintenance 
plan for inspection of invisible 
parts

Statutory

 
 

  
 

 
 

08.06.2017 OLC Lost time injury 
(fracture) M/s Sasan Power Ltd

While getting from OLC maintenance trolley with the help of foundation structure  lost 
his balance due to entanglement of the lower part of his trouser with   the structure bolt 
(Grouted into the concrete foundation) and fell down on the ground on his waist from a height of 
approximately 1.3 m from the top of the foundation. 

Committing an unsafe act as he 
did not follow the safer procedure 
to get down instead he followed 
the short cut and crossed the rail

1. Foldable ladder or fixed ladder 
to be used for ascending & 
descending from the 
maintenance trolley.
2. Interlock to be provided for 
doors, to avoid any incident 
during the movement of the 
trolley
3. Identification and marking of 
designated boarding/landing 
locations.
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01.10.2017
HPH-07, 

Extraction Line, 
MOV-07

 Lost time injury 
(Blunt injury of 

right chest 
abdomen & 

back)

M/s Power Mech 
Projects Limited

The Extraction MOV dismantling was started  by  at about 6.00 pm.  
 (Helper of Fitter  of M/s Power Mech was opening the bonnet of the valve for 

maintenance. On loosening of the bonnet flange, the valve upper half with actuator was thrown 
off to a height. This happened due to sudden release of air from HP Heater No-7. Earlier in the 
day HP Heater was air pressurized up to 5Kg/cm2 in the shell side to check the tube leakage. 
After completion of the leak test, air release was started at about 4.00 pm to depressurize the 
heater. 

From the incident it is evident that, while dismantling the valve, HP Heater-7 was not fully 
depressurized. After loosening the valve bonnet bolts, the remaining  pressure might have 
thrown off the Valve actuator upper half. 

As a result of this incident, sustained internal injuries in his chest and back 
who was immediately taken to NCL for the treatment from where the doctor on duty referred the 
injured after initial treatment (CT scan, making him stable) to Varanasi for further treatment.

Communication gap between two 
groups.

Safe maintenance practices will 
be developed , documented and 
will ensure the availability of the 
same to working crew.

 

 

04.10.2017 APH, Boiler#6 Fatal M/s Power Mech 
Projects Limited

Unit 6 overhaul activities are in progress since Sept 20, 2017. As a part of overhaul activity, in 
Air Pre heater, bypass seal fixing in hot end and basket door cover fixing in cold end were being 
carried out  inside Airpre-heater at 17 meter of unit 6. 
On Oct 4, 2017, two groups were engaged in these jobs. Hot end bypass seal fixing job was 
carried out by Group 1 comprising of five workers till 02:00 Hrs. Afterwards, they all came out 
from the inside.

In the morning at 0620 hrs, the Group 2 team, who were supposed to put basket removal door 
back at cold end from outside of APH, reported at site. For this activity, as the APH was started 
to be rotated manually at about 06:30 Hrs, a serious accident occurred  

 Yrs sustained serious injuries in his abdominal area. He was immediately rushed to 
OHC from where he was shifted to NCL hospital. On reaching the hospital, Doctor on duty 
declared him brought dead.  

It appears that the deceased might have been struck between the sector plate and the basket 
of APH resulting in serious internal injury as he might have been sleeping inside APH and other 
coworkers are not aware about the same.

Confined Space procedure was 
not followed.

Strict compliance of confined 
space procedure to be ensured.

 Lac through cheque &  cash 
paid on 04.10.2017
(Total 
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TBT Workshop at SUMPP

 A workshop was conducted on How to conduct “Tool Box 
Talk and its advantages in construction Activities”

 Participants included Project Managers, Engineers, 
Supervisors and Safety Professionals of Reliance and 
associates.

 Advantages of Good and effective TBT were discussed.
 Role clarity on who should conduct TBT and its Duration was 

informed to Participants.
 What should be the location and theme of Tool box Talks .
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Tool Box talks-Delivery Methodology
 Supervisor/Engineer to deliver the Talk.
 Should be scheduled at the beginning of the work shift.
 Meeting should be done at the job site.
 Duration should be approximately 10-15 minutes. 
 Discussion and review of the previous meetings to be done 

as reminder. 
 Discussion on the current task to be done. 
 Discussion on the safety issues including environment, 

hazards, use of personnel protective equipment, first aid 
and medical support and emergency procedures. 

 Worker participation is to be encouraged. 
 There may be review and recapitulation with quiz or test.
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Advantages –As discussed
 Promotes safety awareness. Workers get actively involved in 

safety matters and reduce safety risks.
 Introduces workers to new safety rules, equipment, 

preventive practices and motivates workers to follow 
standard operating procedures.

 Provides vital information to the workers on accident causes 
types and preventive actions.

 Emphasizes planning, preparation, supervision, and 
documentation. 

 Helps when reviewing new laws or industry standards, 
company policies and procedures. 

 Encourages workers to discuss their experiences that help to 
review safety procedures in future. 
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Thank You




